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In this New York Times bestselling book, the police chief who led one of the most suspenseful manhunts in American history takes readers behind the
headlines into the notorious “D.C. sniper” case that held the nation spellbound. In October 2002, ordinary Americans feared for their lives, too frightened
to pump gas at the local station or let their children play outside. For twenty-three nightmarish days, a series of random sniper killings terrorized the
Washington, D.C. area and launched the largest manhunt in American history—under the harsh glare of a media frenzy. Three Weeks in October follows
Charles Moose’s efforts to crack a seemingly unsolvable case. As a stunned nation watched, Chief Moose stood tall in the face of horrific events—a
courageous presence whose tenacity brought snipers John Allen Muhammed and Lee Boyd Malvo to justice. But this is also the inspirational story of
Moose’s rise from a young African American cop battling prejudice to a respected chief of police—who couldn’t stop until he captured two of the most
bizarre killers America has ever known. “Compelling . . . A very candid story . . . Well worth reading.”—The Washington Post “Fascinating.”—The Daily
Oklahoman “Gutsy, endearing, no-nonsense . . . [cuts] through all the hubbub to show that behind the provocative headlines was little more than a simple,
heartfelt man just trying to do the best job he could.”—Publishers Weekly
PAUL FALCON AND ANN SILVER: A LOVE STORY Ann Silver is a cop's cop. As the Midwest Homicide Investigator, she is called in to help local law
enforcement on the worst of cases, looking for answers to murder. Hers is one of the region's most trusted investigative positions. Paul Falcon is the FBI's
top murder cop in the Midwest. If the victim carried a federal badge or had a security clearance, odds are good Paul and his team see the case file or work
the murder. Their lives intersect when Ann arrives to pass a case off her desk and onto his. A car wreck and a suspicious death offer a lead on a hired
shooter he is tracking. Paul isn't expecting to meet someone, the kind that goes on the personal side of the ledger, but Ann Silver has his attention. The
better he gets to know her, the more Paul realizes her job barely scratches the surface of who she is. She knows spies and soldiers and U.S. Marshals, and
has written books about them. She is friends with the former vice president. People with good reason to be cautious about who they let into their lives
deeply trust her. Paul wonders just what secrets Ann is keeping, until she shows him the John Doe Killer case file, and he starts to realize just who this lady
he is falling in love with really is....
In this eagerly awaited new book by the international best-selling authors of Mindhunter and Journey into Darkness, master FBI profiler John Douglas
takes us into the minds and souls of both the hunters and the hunted. The legendary former head of the FBI's Investigative Support Unit, Douglas was the
pioneer of modern behavioral profiling of serial criminals. In Mindhunter, we followed his development into a modern, real-life Sherlock Holmes as he
tracked down the Atlanta child murderer, San Francisco's Trailside Killer, and Seattle's Green River Killer -- a chase that nearly cost him his life. In
Journey into Darkness, he directed his unique skills particularly to crimes against children and young adults, and showed how the quest for closure for the
survivors does not always end simply with catching the killer. Written with Mark Olshaker, the coauthor of Douglas's previous books and an acclaimed
novelist, journalist, and filmmaker, Obsession is vital reading for anyone seeking to understand and prevent violent crime. In Obsession, Douglas once
again takes us fascinatingly behind the scenes, focusing his expertise on predatory crimes, primarily against women. With a deep sense of compassion for
the victims and an uncanny understanding of the perpetrators, Douglas looks at the obsessions that lead to rape, stalking, and sexual murder through such
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cases as Ronnie Shelton, the serial rapist who terrorized Cleveland; Joseph Thompson, New Zealand's South Auckland rapist; the stalking and killing of
television star Rebecca Schaeffer; and New York's notorious "Preppie Murder." He plumbs the minds and motives of those who commit these terrifying and
seemingly inexplicable offenses, using as examples his study of Ed Gein, Gary Heidnick, and Ted Bundy, the three obsessional killers who made up the
composite character of "Buffalo Bill" in The Silence of the Lambs. (Douglas himself was the model for Special Agent Jack Crawford.) But Douglas also
looks at obsession on the other side of the moral spectrum: his own career-long obsession with hunting these predators; the obsession of the directors of a
model police department's victim's program in Virginia that has literally saved the lives of survivors; and the obsession of a brilliant young lawyer who has
established an innovative school in Harlem to combat crime, drugs, and despair. Finally, there's the poignant and moving story of Gene and Peggy Schmidt
and their daughter, Jennifer, whose sister, Stephanie, was viciously murdered by a paroled rapist in Kansas, and who channeled their grief and anguish
into fighting for a milestone Supreme Court ruling. Douglas analyzes the critical lessons of the Stephanie Schmidt case, which demonstrates the new
empowerment galvanizing the victim's rights movement. In a final section that serves as a call to action, Douglas shows us how we can all fight back and
protect ourselves, our families, and loved ones against the scourge of the violent predators in our midst. But the first step is insight and understanding, and
no one is better qualified to penetrate obsession than John Douglas.
From John Douglas—the legendary FBI criminal profiler, #1 New York Times bestselling author, and inspiration for the Netflix show Mindhunter—comes a
chilling journey inside the mind and crimes of Larry Gene Bell, one of the most dangerous serial killers Douglas confronted, and the desperate effort to
identify and catch him. On May 31, 1985, two days before her high school graduation, Shari Smith was abducted from the driveway of her family home in
South Carolina. Based on the crime scene and the abductor’s repeated and taunting calls to the family, law enforcement quickly realized they were dealing
with a sophisticated and highly dangerous criminal. A letter arrived the next day entitled “Last Will & Testament,” in which Shari, knowing she was to be
murdered, wrote bravely and achingly of her love for her parents, siblings, and boyfriend, saying that while they would miss her, she knew they would
persevere through their faith. The abduction rocked her quiet town, triggering a massive manhunt and bringing in the FBI, which enlisted profiler John
Douglas. A few days later, a phone call told the family where they could find Shari’s body. Then nine-year-old Debra May Helmick was kidnapped from
her yard, confirming the harsh realization that Smith’s murder was no random act. A serial killer was evolving, and the only way to stop him would be to
use the study of criminal behavior to anticipate his next move before he could kill again. Douglas devised a risky and emotionally fraught strategy to use
Shari’s lookalike older sister Dawn as bait to draw out the unknown subject. Dawn and her parents courageously agreed. One of the most haunting
investigations of Douglas’s storied career, this case details how the eerily accurate profile he created—alongside his carefully crafted and stage-managed
manipulation of the killer’s psychology—combined with dedicated police work and cutting-edge forensic science to end a reign of criminal terror. As
Shari’s family took incredible personal risks to lure her killer from the shadows, Douglas and the FBI pushed criminal profiling to its limits, culminating in
one of his most dramatic and effective confrontations with a sadistic and remorseless killer.
The Secrets of the FBI
Top Cases of The FBI
An FBI Agent's Relentless Pursuit of the Nation's Worst Predators
Issues in Threat Management
Snatched
Fbi My Days Gone By
Killer's Shadow
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Includes material on "the Trailside Killer in San Francisco, the Atlanta child murderer, the
Tylenol poisoner, the man who hunted prostitutes for sport in the woods of Alaska, and
Seattle's Green River killer ..."
"The voice that narrates In the Name of the Children: An F.B.I. Agent's Relentless Pursuit of
the Nation's Worst Predators, which Rinek wrote with the journalist Marilee Strong, sounds warm
and humane, qualities missing from much crime writing. Their book is a professional job, filled
with illuminating details about the day-to-day operations of the bureau." —New York Times Book
Review FBI Special Agent Jeff Rinek had a gift for getting child predators to confess. All he
had to do was share a piece of his soul . . . In the Name of the Children gives an unflinching
look at what it's like to fight a never-ending battle against an enemy far more insidious than
terrorists: the predators, lurking amongst us, who seek to harm our children. During his
30-year career with the FBI, Jeff Rinek worked hundreds of investigations involving crimes
against children: from stranger abduction to serial homicide to ritualized sexual abuse. Those
who do this kind of work are required to plumb the depths of human depravity, to see things no
one should ever have to see—and once seen can never forget. There is no more important—or more
brutal—job in law enforcement, and few have been more successful than Rinek at solving these
sort of cases. Most famously, Rinek got Cary Stayner to confess to all four of the killings
known as the Yosemite Park Murders, an accomplishment made more extraordinary by the fact that
the FBI nearly pinned the crimes on the wrong suspects. Rinek's recounting of the confession
and what he learned about Stayner provides perhaps the most revelatory look ever inside the
psyche of a serial killer and a privileged glimpse into the art of interrogation. In the Name
of the Children takes readers into the trenches of real-time investigations where every second
counts and any wrong decision or overlooked fact can have tragic repercussions. Rinek offers an
insider's perspective of the actual case agents and street detectives who are the boots on the
ground in this war at home. By placing us inside the heart and mind of a rigorously honest and
remarkably self-reflective investigator, we will see with our own eyes what it takes—and what
it costs—to try to keep our children safe and to bring to justice those who prey on society's
most vulnerable victims. With each chapter dedicated to a real case he worked, In the Name of
the Children also explores the evolution of Rinek as a Special Agent—whose unorthodox, empathybased approach to interviewing suspects made him extraordinarily successful in obtaining
confessions—and the toll it took to have such intimate contact with child molesters and
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murderers. Beyond exploring the devastating impact of these unthinkable crimes on the victims
and their families, this book offers an unprecedented look at how investigators and their loved
ones cope while living in the specter of so much suffering.
An ALA Top Ten Best Graphic Novel for Children A thrilling new graphic nonfiction series about
real FBI cases, launching with a gripping, minute-by-minute account of the only unsolved
airplane hijacking in the U.S. CASE NO. 001: NORJAK NOVEMBER 24, 1971 PORTLAND, OREGON 2:00
P.M. A man in his mid-forties, wearing a suit and overcoat, buys a ticket for Northwest Orient
Airlines flight 305 bound for Seattle. 3:07 P.M. The man presents his demands: $200,000 in cash
and four parachutes. If the demands are not met, he threatens to detonate the explosive device
in his briefcase. So begins the astonishing true story of the man known as D.B. Cooper, and the
only unsolved airplane hijacking case in the United States. Comic panels, reproductions of
documents from real FBI files, and photos from the investigation combine for a thrilling read
for sleuths of all ages. What better way to draw readers into nonfiction than through an
exciting graphic novel? This series will appeal to readers of series such as Nathan Hale’s
Hazardous Tales. Fans of history and whodunits, CSI-club kids, and graphic novel enthusiasts
alike will be pulled in by the suspenseful, complex, and kid-appropriate cases in this series.
Sidebars provide fun facts about pre-2001 air travel, serial numbers on currency, airplane
design, and more. Backmatter showcases period photos and primary source material in FBI
archives.
Transcript of the trial of Patricia Campbell Hearst, U.S. District Court, California.
Criminology
2011 The FBI Story
A Manual for Armchair Detectives
The Manhunt for the Serial Sniper
Special Agent
Memoirs of an FBI Witness Hunter
Incredible Stories, Facts, and Trivia from the Most Baffling True Crime Cases of All Time

Jim Brady worked with the FBI for thirty-three years̶and heʼs the oldest living retired employee of the Memphis division
of the bureau. He began working for the bureau in March 1954, going to fingerprint school in the Washington, D.C. office.
There, he learned how to compare and contrast fingerprints and went on to teach at the very same fingerprint school. He
served in numerous other roles over the next few decades. Whether it was a federal case, serving on a task force, or
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working as a private investigator with local, state, and federal officers, he brought his best to the table every day In this
book, he examines some of the FBIʼs most interesting cases, including the investigation into Martin Luther King Jr.ʼs
assassination. Another interesting case was Billy Dean Anderson, who had been on the FBI top ten list for five years and
was found living in a two-room cave in middle Tennessee. He also looks back at the civil era of James Meredith, the first
black student to enter Ole Miss and the subsequent rioting that killed two individuals and wounded forty. The book also
documents how law enforcement has changed over time, including the increasing importance of computers.
Criminologists are increasingly exploring nontraditional objects, sources of information, methods of analyzing this
information, and explanatory frameworks for helping guide analysis and interpretation. One such nontraditional object is
the "fictional reality." Fictional realities are fictional social realities, such as those found in novels and film. There is a
precedent for the analytical and pedagogical use of "fictional realities" in criminology, but in general this has been limited
to seeing fiction and film as a stock of readily accessible and useful examples rather than as complex objects to be
deconstructed and theorized. This book will tell you about a variety of famous criminal cases that the FBI use criminology
to catch the crimes. In this book, you can find: Hannibal Lecter Joseph Paul Franklin The FBI's Role Takes Shape The
Birth of Behavioral Analysis in the FBI Ted Bundy's Campaign of Terror Wayne Williams and the Atlanta Child Murders
Andrew Cunanan Murders a Fashion Icon The FBI and Jeffrey Dahmer Mad Bomber George Metesky George "Machine
Gun" Kelly
LARGE PRINT EDITION Jim Ingram is to the FBI what Elliot Ness was to the Treasury Department-a larger-than-life
symbol of American justice, a Klan-busting crime fighter who was involved with some of the highest profile FBI cases of
the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. In his memoir Ingram provides insider information about those cases. Jim Ingram was the
primary source in journalist Jack Nelson's 1993 bestselling book, "Terror in the Night: The Klan's Campaign Against the
Jews," which focused on the FBI's infiltration of the Klan in an effort to protect Mississippi Jews. Jim Ingram passed away
in August 2009 of cancer, but worked on this memoir with co-author James L. Dickerson right up until his death.
Following his death, the FBI supplied Dickerson with more than 1,400 pages of previously classified documents.
Interestingly, after nearly 30 years with the FBI, Ingram was brought out of retirement in the 2000s as a cold-case
investigator of Mississippi civil rights-era murders, casting him into his fifth decade of crime fighting. In this memoir, Jim
Ingram provides insider information on the above high-profile cases and others, along with a personal perspective on his
nearly 30-year career of law enforcement. During that career, he headed up the FBI offices in New York and Chicago,
and was in charge of the violent crimes civil rights desk in Mississippi in the 1960s, and served in the 1970s as deputy
assistant FBI director in Washington, DC. In the later years of his career, he became the FBI's top expert on terrorism.
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This book discloses, for the first time, how he secretly trained U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force personnel on terrorism. After
his retirement from the FBI, Ingram served as Public Safety Commissioner for the State of Mississippi, which put him in
charge of the Highway Patrol.had been heavily infiltrated by the KKK while he was head of the civil rights desk in
Mississippi. Appointed by Governor Kirk Fordice, a conservative Republican with a penchant for abrasiveness, Ingram
became good friends with the man despite their political differences. Ingram's memories of the governor's tempestuous
marital conflicts add spice to a book that revolves around the major crimes of the past century.
In Catching a Russian Spy, Bryan Denson presents the story of the FBI's investigation of Aldrich Ames, and brings to life
Agent Les Wiser, Jr., the agent who helped bring him to justice. Aldrich H. "Rick" Ames was a 31-year veteran of the CIA.
He was also a Russian spy. By the time Ames was arrested in 1994, he had betrayed the identities of dozens and
caused the deaths of ten agents. The notorious KGB (and later the Russian intelligence service, SVR) paid him millions
of dollars. Agent Leslie G. “Les” Wiser, Jr. ran the FBI's Nightmover investigation tasked with uncovering a mole in the
CIA. The team worked night and day to collect evidence̶sneaking into Ames' home, hiding a homing beacon in his
Jaguar, and installing a video camera above his desk. But the spy kept one step ahead, even after agents followed him to
Bogota, Colombia. In a crazy twist, the FBI would score its biggest clue from inside Ames' garbage can. At the time of his
arrest on February 21, 1994, he had compromised more highly-classified CIA assets than any other agent in history. First
in the FBI Files, a true-crime series for middle grade readers that follows FBI agents behind the scenes as they work to
keep Americans safe.
Leadership, Integrity, Agility, Integration
When a Killer Calls
FBI's Most Wanted ‒ Incredible History of the Innovative Program
Mindhunter
The FBI Story
The Killer Book of Cold Cases
FBI Myths and Misconceptions
From the roaring 20s to modern days, RJ Parker has written the true life events of cases that made major headlines all over the country. Each
chapter in this book, is devoted to the biography (or background) of famous mobsters and horrendous events that the FBI has handled since the
beginning of the agency. Well researched and well written, these case histories will keep you turning the page. For those of us who love true
crime stories, this book should not be passed over - as you will learn details that many others have missed. One of the most fascinating Law
Enforcement Agencies in the world is the FBI. From the J. Edgar Hoover days to present, the Bureau has investigated the most famous cases,
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including, mobsters, gangs, bank robbers, and terrorism. They have also received a few black eyes including, Waco Siege, and Ruby Ridge. In
Top Cases of The FBI, RJ Parker captured twelve of those cases and prepared case files on these criminals up to and including their sentencing
or demise. These cases include: John Dillinger and his Gang of Bank Robbers Mobster John Gotti Bonnie and Clyde Mobster Al Capone The
Jonestown Massacre Oklahoma City Bombing The Unabomber The 1986 FBI Miami Shootout (In the line of fire) Ruby Ridge Waco Patty
Hearst The D.C. Beltway Snipers
The 3rd Edition of DB Cooper and the FBI - A Case Study of America's Only Unsolved Skyjacking
From the US Department of Justice, the true stories of the world’s top national security agency—the FBI—revealed for the first time! There has
been much turmoil at the Federal Bureau of Investigation as of late, including the firing of James Comey, the installation of Christopher Wray,
the ongoing investigation into President Donald Trump’s ties to Russia, and more. The FBI Story provides a look inside at the top intelligence
organization in the United States and presents one hundred of the FBI’s most recent fascinating cases and how they were solved. Featured inside
are incredible true stories, such as: The scourge of child pornography The case of the King Fu Panda fraud Targeting the nationwide opioid
epidemic The James Ricks murder cold case finally being solved A mother and son duo who stole millions from Medicare And more! Each of
the case studies reveals dangers that the world’s best crime-fighting team tackles every day. The stories of deadbeats and their takedown were
specifically chosen by members of the FBI’s own team and are given a full page in the book that delves deep into the story. There’s also an
introduction by FBI Director Christopher Wray that presents insight into the secretive organization, its crime fighting techniques, and a
framework for the stories to come. An index in the back of the book organizes the contents into themes such as white-collar crime, organized
crime, foreign counterintelligence, crimes against children, and cyber crimes.
Each chapter in this book, is devoted to the background of famous mobsters and horrendous events that the FBI has handled since the beginning
of the agency. From the roaring 20's to modern days, these are true life events of twelve major cases that made headlines all over the United
States.Cases include:John Dillinger and his Gang of Bank RobbersMobster John GottiBonnie and ClydeMobster Al CaponeThe Jonestown
MassacreOklahoma City BombingThe UnabomberThe 1986 FBI Miami Shootout (In the line of fire)Ruby RidgeWacoPatty HearstThe D.C.
Beltway Snipers
Three Weeks in October
The FBI's Top Ten Art Crimes and More
A Case Study of America's Only Unsolved Skyjacking
The Hero Among Us
TOP CASES of The FBI - Vol. II
Conspiracy of Fools
Be the FBI Agent in training under J. Edgar Hoover and run the gauntlet of Machine Gun Kelly, Baby Face Nelson and the Barker Karpis
Gang. Step back into downtown Chicago of the 1930s and retrace the steps of some of America’s most notorious mobsters. True Stories
from the Files of the FBI was written by W. Cleon Skousen under the direct supervision of Mr. Hoover himself. These first-hand accounts of
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actual "do or die" situations were used for decades to train thousands of FBI agents. In this riveting retelling of “G-men” arresting or
killing perpetrators of the country’s most violent crimes, learn how the investigations led to clues for the Charles Lindbergh kidnapping
case, the Kansas City Massacre, the raids by John Herbert Dillinger and his gang, “Killer” Kinnie Wagner's murder spree, and more.
Reviews “True Stories from the Files of the FBI captures the history of landmark criminal cases with riveting, quick-read storytelling--a
must for every crime reader's most wanted book list.” --Mark Singer, Founder of Chicago Crime Tours “True Stories from the Files of the
FBI is an amazing book to read. A lot of history, a lot of detail, a lot to learn.” --Michael J. Thompson, AML
Candice DeLong has been called a real-life Clarice Starling and a female Donnie Brasco. She has been on the front lines of some of the
FBIs most gripping and memorable cases, including being chosen as one of the three agents to carry out the manhunt for the Unabomber
in Lincoln, Montana. She has tailed terrorists, gone undercover as a gangsters moll, and posed as the madam for a call-girl ring. Now for
the first time she reveals the dangers and rewards of being a woman on the front lines of the worlds most powerful law enforcement
agency. She traces the unusual career path that led her to crime fighting, and recounts the incredible obstacles she faced as a woman
and as a fledgling agent. She takes readers step by step through the profiling process and shows how she helped solve a number of
incredible cases. The story of her role as a lead investigator on the notorious Tylenol Murderer case is particularly compelling. Finally, she
gives the true, insiders story behind the investigation that led to the arrest of the Unabomberincluding information that the media cant or
wont reveal. A remarkable portrait of courage and grace under fire, Special Agent offers a missing chapter to the annals of law
enforcement and a dramatic and often funny portrait of an extraordinary woman who has dedicated her heart and soul to the crusade
against crime.Candice DeLongs Top Cases: 1. TYMURS-(Bureau acronym for Tylenol Murders)8 victims, 1982. 2. F.A.L.N. Terrorist
Organization, 198184. 3. Melissa Ackerman kidnap/rape/murder, 1986Serial child killer Brian Dugan (Illinois). Brian Dugan was the most
prolific serial killer Illinois had ever encountered. 4. The Burlington Rapist (Illinois serial rapist), 1984. 5. The Lecherous Landlord was the
first and most significant Discrimination in Housing case in the history of the Chicago FBI. 6. Undercover work on UNABOM, including an
afternoon with Ted Kaczynski on his arrest day, April 3, 1996.
Traces the FBI's journey from fledgling startup to one of the most respected names in national security, taking you on a walk through the
seven key chapters in Bureau history. It features overviews of more than 40 famous cases and an extensive collection of photographs.
Top Cases of The FBIRJ PARKER PUBLISHING, INC.
Law & Disorder
FBI Story
Profiles of Evil
DB COOPER and the FBI
2011 The FBI Story, *.
65 Years of Law Enforcement
Inside the FBI's Elite Serial Crime Unit
The FBI Ten Most Wanted Fugitives list arose from a conversation held in late 1949 between J. Edgar Hoover,
Director of the FBI, and William Kinsey Hutchinson who were discussing ways to promote capture of the FBI's
"toughest guys". For sixty years, the FBI has sought the public's assistance in a special way through one of our
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most effective and longest running publicity programs, which, since 1950, has led to the location of more than
460 of our nation's most dangerous criminals. Content: FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” Program: The
Beginnings Today The Program Criteria for Placement on the List The List Removal from the List How the FBI
Gets Its Men and Women: A 20-Year Study of the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” Program 1989-2009
Today's "Top Ten” List More Likely to Include Terrorist, Organized Crime Figures and Child Predators "Top
Tenners” Cannot Hide for Long Many Fugitives Found far from Home "Top Ten” Fugitives Increasingly Caught
Through Publicity Conclusion Project Pin Point Project Welcome Home America's Most Wanted Famous Cases:
Thomas James Holden William Raymond Nesbit Isaie Beausoleil Clyde Edward Laws James Earl Ray Richard
Lee Tingler, Jr. Ruth Eisemann-Schier Theodore Robert Bundy Eric Robert Rudolph Warren Jeffs Service
Martyrs
Sit back and relax as Synova regales you with tales of master art thieves, bumbling criminals, and multimillion-dollar art heists from around the world. There will be stories of mafia-commissioned heists, of
Daredevil art thieves, and of the brave men and women of the FBI Art team who are trying to stop this multibillion-dollar industry of art crime. Enjoy.This book is the first in Synova's Case Files series. Every year Synova
takes the top cases previously highlighted on her blog and compiles them into a case files book. 2017 Synova
was researching the FBI's Top Ten Art Crimes and following the cases of the FBI Art Crime Team. To follow
Synova's blog check out www.synovaink.com
The inside look at the national security agency, featuring 100 fascinating and critical cases from recent
history—intro by FBI Director Christopher Wray. Much of the important work done by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation is shrouded in mystery. Now, The FBI Story lets readers understand the inner workings of this
vital organization. This volume details some of the FBI’s most consequential cases and explains how they were
solved. Featured inside are incredible true stories, such as: The scourge of child pornography The case of the
King Fu Panda fraud Targeting the nationwide opioid epidemic The James Ricks murder cold case finally being
solved A mother and son duo who stole millions from Medicare And more! Each of the case studies reveals
dangers that the world’s best crime-fighting team tackles every day. The introduction by Christopher Wray
offers insight into the secretive organization, its crime fighting techniques, and a framework for the stories to
come. An index in the back of the book organizes the contents into themes such as white-collar crime,
organized crime, foreign counterintelligence, crimes against children, and cyber crimes.
How much do you really know about the FBI? Like most people, you’ve probably learned about the FBI from
popular culture–reading books and watching TV shows and movies, along with, of course, the news. You might
be surprised to learn that a lot of what you’ve been reading and watching is inaccurate. Written by retired
Special Agent, crime novelist, and true crime podcaster, Jerri Williams, FBI Myths and Misconceptions: A
Manual for Armchair Detectives debunks twenty clichés and misconceptions about the FBI, by presenting
educational reality checks supported by excerpts from the FBI website, quotes from retired agents, and
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reviews of popular films and fiction featuring FBI agent characters. This informative and fun manual will help
you: - Create realistic FBI characters and plots for your next book or script - Impress armchair detective
friends with your knowledge about the FBI - Prepare for a career in the FBI and avoid embarrassing yourself at
Quantico Get your copy today!
Agent Les Wiser Jr. and the Case of Aldrich Ames
Catching a Russian Spy
The Osage Murders and the Birth of the FBI
Unsolved Case Files: Escape at 10,000 Feet
Obsession
True Stories from the Files of the FBI
Discover All the Facts About the Program Which Led to the Location of More Than 460 of Our Nation's Most
Dangerous Criminals
Shocking Stories of the Most Infamous Unsolved Crimes Every criminal dreams of committing the perfect crime. A crime that is so well
executed, with clues and evidence so scarce, that even the experts are left baffled. The Killer Book of Cold Cases takes you behind the crime
scene tape and deep into the investigations of some of the most puzzling and notorious cold cases of all timefrom murders to kidnappings to
massive bombings that were open for years before the criminal was finally brought to justice. Read about: *The New York City judge whose
disappearance was so famous, his name became synonymous with cold cases * The first use of DNA to help solve a murder case that had
been cold for years * The bomber who took down an entire plane of people, just to collect on his mother's insurance * The legendary bank
robber D.B. Cooper * The murder of two cops in a small California town-a case that took more than SO years to solve * The Mad Bomber,
who drove New Yorkers half crazy in the fifties by planting bombs all over the city Bury yourself in these edge-of-your-seat tales, read chilling
quotes, and test your crime IQ with cold-case trivia. You'll stay up wondering which criminals might still be on the loose!
Across the Mitten and through the Upper Peninsula, the Wolverine State has witnessed some thrilling and historic federal cases. In Detroit,
FBI agents took point investigating the kidnapping (and safe return) of a GM executive's son and in a manhunt for an armed killer in the north
woods near Escanaba. The Bureau was called in to discover who poisoned patients at the Ann Arbor Veterans Hospital and for a grisly
double homicide solved by a persistent and determined fingerprint examiner. Michigan agents spearheaded the first-ever investigation and
prosecution of an Internet threat, and legendary football coach Bo Schembechler inspired an epic international undercover operation targeting
the illegal distribution of steroids. Retired Special Agent Greg Stejskal recalls these stories and others from more than thirty years as a G-man
in Michigan.
The FBI's pioneer of criminal profiling reflects on his forty-year career during which he pursued and studied such criminals as Charles
Manson and David Berkowitz and devoted his time to helping the wrongfully convicted.
"A fascinating story. Read and enjoy this book as much as I did." ~ Roy Hazelwood, Legendary FBI Profiler and best-selling author of Dark
Dreams and The Evil That Men Do "Incredibly engaging." ~ David Gibb, bestselling author of Camouflaged Killer Winner of the Public Safety
Writers Association Writing Competition. In this award winning book, FBI Diary: Profiles of Evil, a criminal profiler takes us inside the
revolutionary and ground-breaking training of a select group of Special
Agents. For the very first time, enter the mind of an FBI Special Agent
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as he investigates real murders and tracks down real killers.
D.B. Cooper and the Missing Money
Killers of the Flower Moon
In the Name of the Children
Journey Into Darkness
A Centennial History, 1908-2008
Criminal Identification
The FBI

The legendary FBI criminal profiler and international bestselling author of Mindhunter and The
Killer Across the Table returns with this timely, relevant book that goes to the heart of
extremism and domestic terrorism, examining in-depth his chilling pursuit of, and eventual
prison confrontation with Joseph Paul Franklin, a White Nationalist serial killer and one of the
most disturbing psychopaths he has ever encountered. Worshippers stream out of an Midwestern
synagogue after sabbath services, unaware that only a hundred yards away, an expert marksman and
avowed racist, antisemite and member of the Ku Klux Klan, patiently awaits, his hunting rifle at
the ready. The October 8, 1977 shooting was a forerunner to the tragedies and divisiveness that
plague us today. John Douglas, the FBI’s pioneering, first full-time criminal profiler, hunted
the shooter—a white supremacist named Joseph Paul Franklin, whose Nazi-inspired beliefs
propelled a three-year reign of terror across the United States, targeting African Americans,
Jews, and interracial couples. In addition, Franklin bombed the home of Jewish leader Morris
Amitay, shot and paralyzed Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt, and seriously wounded civil
rights leader Vernon Jordan. The fugitive supported his murderous spree robbing banks in five
states, from Georgia to Ohio. Douglas and his writing partner Mark Olshaker return to this
disturbing case that reached the highest levels of the Bureau, which was fearful Franklin would
become a presidential assassin—and haunted him for years to come as the threat of copycat
domestic terrorist killers increasingly became a reality. Detailing the dogged pursuit of
Franklin that employed profiling, psychology and meticulous detective work, Douglas and Olshaker
relate how the case was a make-or-break test for the still-experimental behavioral science unit
and revealed a new type of, determined, mission-driven serial killer whose only motivation was
hate. A riveting, cautionary tale rooted in history that continues to echo today, The Killer's
Shadow is a terrifying and essential exploration of the criminal personality in the vile grip of
extremism and what happens when rage-filled speech evolves into deadly action and hatred of the
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“other" is allowed full reign. The Killer's Shadow includes an 8-page color photo insert.
Draws on agent interviews about famous FBI cases to reveal the Bureau's inner workings and some
of its most deeply held secrets.
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A twisting, haunting true-life murder
mystery about one of the most monstrous crimes in American history, from the author of The Lost
City of Z. In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage
Nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land, the Osage rode in chauffeured
automobiles, built mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, the
Osage began to be killed off. The family of an Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a prime
target. One of her relatives was shot. Another was poisoned. And it was just the beginning, as
more and more Osage were dying under mysterious circumstances, and many of those who dared to
investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death toll rose, the newly created FBI
took up the case, and the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger named
Tom White to try to unravel the mystery. White put together an undercover team, including a
Native American agent who infiltrated the region, and together with the Osage began to expose
one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history.
From underworld gangsters to homegrown terrorists, the Federal Bureau of Investigations has
tracked down and arrested some of the most infamous felons in history. In this 2nd volume of TOP
CASES of The FBI, Parker includes more recent and illustrious cases broken down into major
criminal categories; Organized Crime and Gangsters, Counterintelligence/Espionage, Violent
Crime/Major Thefts/Bank Robberies, Civil Rights, White Collar Crime, and Terrorism. Some of the
more notorious investigations detailed in the book include; Black Dahlia, Hurricane Katrina
Fraud, American Traitor Robert Hanssen, Undercover FBI Agent Joseph Pistone, the KKK, and the
Anthrax Attacks post 9/11. ---- VOLUME 1 Book Description... "Top Cases of the FBI is a must for
true crime fans and readers interested in details of famous villains and infamous events all in
one place. A real bargain." One of the most fascinating Law Enforcement Agencies in the world is
the FBI. From the J. Edgar Hoover days to present, the Bureau has investigated the most famous
cases, including, mobsters, gangs, bank robbers, and terrorism. They have also received a few
black eyes including, Waco Siege, and Ruby Ridge. From the roaring 20s to modern days, RJ Parker
has written the true life events of cases that made major headlines all over the country. Each
chapter in this book, is devoted to the biography (or background) of famous mobsters and
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horrendous events that the FBI has handled since the beginning of the agency. These cases
include: John Dillinger and his Gang of Bank Robbers Mobster John Gotti Bonnie and Clyde Mobster
Al Capone The Jonestown Massacre Oklahoma City Bombing The Unabomber The 1986 FBI Miami Shootout
(In the line of fire) Ruby Ridge Waco Patty HearstThe D.C. Beltway Snipers
The Trial of Patty Hearst
My Life On the Front Lines As Woman in the FBI
Full Disclosure
FBI Case Files Michigan: Tales of a G-Man
Top 10 Famous Cases Discovered By Crime Psychology: Criminal Behavior
FBI Diary
Top Cases of the FBI
A collection of news and feature articles from the Bureau's public website.
From an award-winning New York Times reporter comes the full, mind-boggling true story of the lies, crimes, and ineptitude behind the Enron
scandal that imperiled a presidency, destroyed a marketplace, and changed Washington and Wall Street forever. It was the corporate collapse that
appeared to come out of nowhere. In late 2001, the Enron Corporation—a darling of the financial world, a company whose executives were friends
of presidents and the powerful—imploded virtually overnight, leaving vast wreckage in its wake and sparking a criminal investigation that would last
for years. Kurt Eichenwald transforms the unbelievable story of the Enron scandal into a rip-roaring narrative of epic proportions, taking readers
behind every closed door—from the Oval Office to the executive suites, from the highest reaches of the Justice Department to the homes and
bedrooms of the top officers. It is a tale of global reach—from Houston to Washington, from Bombay to London, from Munich to Sao
Paolo—laying out the unbelievable scenes that twisted together to create this shocking true story. Eichenwald reveals never-disclosed details of a story
that features a cast including George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Paul O’Neill, Harvey Pitt, Colin Powell, Gray Davis, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Alan
Greenspan, Ken Lay, Andy Fastow, Jeff Skilling, Bill Clinton, Rupert Murdoch and Sumner Redstone. With its you-are-there glimpse into the
secretive worlds of corporate power, Conspiracy of Fools is an all-true financial and political thriller of cinematic proportions.
In the #1 New York Times bestseller Mindhunter, John Douglas, who headed the FBI's elite Investigative Support Unit, told the story of his brilliant
and terrifying career tracking down some of the most heinous criminals in history. Now, in Journey into Darkness, Douglas profiles vicious serial
killers, rapists, and child molesters. He is straightforward, blunt, often irreverent, and outspoken, but takes pains not to glorify any of these
murderers. Some of the unique cases Douglas discusses include: -The Clairemont killer -The schoolgirl murders -Richmond's First Serial Murderer
-The brutal and sadistic murder of Suzanne Marie Collins -Polly Klaas' abduction and murder by Richard Allen Davis, -The tragedy that lead to the
creation of Megan's Law With Journey into Darkness, Douglas provides more than a glimpse into the minds of serial killers; he demonstrates what a
powerful weapon behavioral science has become. Profiling criminals helps not only to capture them, but also helps society understand how these
predators work and what can be done to prevent them from striking again. Douglas focuses especially on pedophiles and child abductors, fully
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explaining what drives them, and how to keep children away from them. As he points out, "The best way to protect your children is to know your
enemy." He includes eight rules for safety, a list of steps parents can take to prevent child abduction and exploitation, tips on how to detect sexual
exploitation, basic rules of safety for children, and a chart, based on age, which details the safety skills children should have to protect themselves. In
his review for Mindhunter in The New York Times Book Review, Dean Koontz said, "Because of his insights and the power of the material, he leaves
us shaken, gripped by a quiet grief for the innocent victims and anguished by the human condition." Journey into Darkness continues this perilous trip
into the psyche of the serial killer, but also offers a glimmer of hope that profiling may enable law enforcement to see the indicators of a serial
killer's mind and intervene before he kills, or kills again.
Workplace Violence: Issues in Threat Management defines what workplace violence is, delves into the myths and realities surrounding the topic and
provides readers with the latest statistics, thinking, and strategies in the prevention of workplace violence. The authors, who themselves have
implemented successful workplace violence protection programs, guide novice and experienced practitioners alike in the development of their own
programs.
Workplace Violence
Top Cases of the Fbi
The FBI's Hunt for a White Supremacist Serial Killer
A True Story
A Haunting Story of Murder, Criminal Profiling, and Justice in a Small Town
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